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Attitudes towards specific stress conditions
in Japanese soccer players
D;ieter TEIPEL, MATSUMOTO Mitsuhiro,
SUGIYAMA Yoshio* , UEMUKAI Kanshi

In this study the attitudes of male Japanese soccer players towards specific stress conditions were
analysed. 246 soccer players on professional and university level participated in the investigation.

The professional players evaluated the interactions with the directors, injured players, new players,
spectators, home and away referees as more stressful than the university players. The professional players

considered home and away games as well as a relegation rank before the end of the season as more stress‑

ful than the university players. Moreover the professional players assessed reproaches during the game,
high performance expectations, high nervousness, the feeling of physical weakness and high superiority of
the opponent as less performance decreasing than the university players.
The evaluation differences could apparently be due to the differences in existential importance and ex‑
perience of the two groups of soccer players on professional and university level.

Key words : Attitude ; Stress conditions ; Environment, game and season ; Performance effect ; Japanese soc‑
cer players.
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I . INTRODUCTION
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could be differentiated in response to various

According to the coguitive stress model of Lazarus

kinds of stressors. The primary appraisal focus‑

and Launier (1981 ) 2), the 3 phases of primary

sed on the evaluation of stress and threat of per‑

appraisal, secondary appraisal and reappraisal

son‑ and environment‑related conditions. The
secondary appraisal centered on the assessment of

*
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specific coping techniques and strategies. The

Doctoral Program in Health and Sport Science, Uni

reappraisal consisted of a new evaluation of the

versity of Tsukuba

stressful cohditions and the coping process. This
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phase model was applied to stress situations in

high performance expectations, reproaches during

everyday life and in various sport disciplines.

the game, visual, acoustic or tactile disturbing

Specific aspects of the primary appraisal of

cues, the role of the favorite and long‑lasting

stress conditions in soccer players were investi‑

travels as less performance decreasing than the

gated, among other authors, by Rieder and Ritter

less experienced female players.

( 1979 )

6)

4). Machts and Victor (1981) 3) and

Teipel(1993) .

In continuation of 'the investigation of Teipel

(1993)6) the purpose of this study was to analy‑

Rieder and Ritter (1979) 4) used a specific

se the primary appraisal of specific stress condi‑

stress‑related questionnaire in 158 male soccer

tions in the whole group of Japanese male profes‑

players. The soccer players from German profes‑

sional and university soccer players and in com‑

sional and amateur leagues assessed the condi‑

parison between the two groups in respect of

tions of earlier losses against the opponent team,

influence of spectators, unexpected good perform‑

ance of the opponent team and previous losses as

performance increasing. On the contrary, the

1 . environment‑, game‑ and se.ason‑related
stress conditions.

2 . effects of competitive stress conditions on
performance.

situations of feelings of physical weakness, uncom‑

fortable competitive conditions, failing actions at

ll. METHOD

the beginning of the game, conflicts with the coach

For the analysis of the primary appraisal of

and disadvantage by the referees were considered

soccer players a comprehensive exploratory semi‑

as performance decreasing. Soccer players with

standardised questionnaire concerning various
assessments of stress factors in soccer players

more stressful than players with high experience.

was translated from German language to Japanese
language(see Teipel 1992) .

Machts and Victor (1981) 3) conducted their

5)

low experience evaluated some of the situations as

study on the basis of another specific question‑

The analysis of the evaluation of the

naire in soccer players. They found out that the

environment‑, game‑ and season‑related stress

soccer players regarded continuous criticism by

conditions was conducted by means of a part of

the coach from the bench, failing actions, negative

the comprehensive specific questionnaire. All in

criticism by the teammates and increasing insecur‑

all, this part included 37 environment‑related

ity after ball losses as detrimental to their per‑

aspects, game‑related factors and season‑related

formance.
Teipel (1993) 6) analysed the evaluations of

components. These 37 aspects were answered on

stress conditions in more experienced male and

very stressul'. Sufficiently high degrees of test

less experienced female German soccer players.

criteria were mentioned by Urena‑Bonilla(1991)

The male soccer players assessed the relationship

and Teipel(1992) .

a 7‑point‑scale from '1 = not stressful' to '7 =
7)

5)

with older players and with journalists as more

The evaluation of the effect of competitive

stressful than the female players. The more ex‑

stress conditions on performance was conducted

perienced male players regarded the conditions of

by means of another part of the comprehensive

a loss, a high loss, a loss in a home game and a

specific questionnaire. It comprised 21 items con‑

loss in an away game as more stressful than the

cerning game‑ and season‑related conditions, for

female players. Besides, the male players consi‑

example competition delays, high nervousness,

dered the conditions of a medium rank and the re‑

previous low performance in training and game,

legation rank after 5 games as well as the relega‑

reproaches during the game, disadvantage by the

tion rank at mid‑season as higher stressful than

referee, influence of spectators. These competi‑

the female players. Furthermore, the more ex‑

tive conditions were assessed on a 7‑point‑scale

perienced male players assessed the conditions of

from '1 =performance increasing' to '7 =perform‑
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The whole group of the 246 soccer players e‑
valuated the 14 environmental conditions from low

na‑Bonilla(1991)7) and Teipel(1992) .

to medium stressful. The relationship with the

5)

ance decreasing'. Sufficiently good questionnaire
criteria wer.e described by Frester(1972) 1), Ure‑

246 male Japanese soccer players participated

away referees, the opponent players, the coach,

in this investigation. The.average age was 21. 5

the home referees and the directors was assessed

years and the average experience as soccer play‑

as medium stressful. The relationship with the

ers was 11. 2 years. The average f･requency of

new players, the opponent coaches, the injured

training was 6. 4 times per week.

players, the journalists, the fanatic own spectators

The comparison of evaluations of stress condi‑

tions was conducted between 70 professional and

and average engaged spectators was evaluated as
low stressful.

176 university soccer players. The professional

It can be seen in Table I and Figure I that in

players came from several teams of the newly
established Japanese professional league. The

respect of these 14 environmental conditions 8 at

university players were members in the best uni‑

tions (10% Ievel) could be detected between pro‑

versity teams of Japan. The average age of the

fessional and university soccer players. The pro‑

professional soccer players (24. 9 years)was more

fessional players evaluated all 8 situations as

least tendentially significantly different evalua‑

than 4. 5 years higher than that of the university

more stressful than the university players. The

players(20. I years). The experience of the pro‑

highest evaluation differences were found in the

fessional players(15. 8 years) was 6. 5 years lon‑

relationship with the directors, the average en‑

ger than that of the university players (9. 3

gaged spectators, the fanatic own spectators, the

years). The average training frequency of the

journalists, the away referees, the home referees

professibnal players was with 7. 6 times per week

as well as the new players and the injured

slightly higher than that of the university players

players.

with 6. O times per week.

In reference to the game‑related stress condi‑

For the data analysis descriptive and inferential

tions the whole group of the 246 soccer players

statistics were applied. First of all, the attitudes

evaluated the situations of low loss, high loss,

were analysed in the whole group of the 246 male

l.oss, Ioss in a home game and tie before the end of

Japanese soccer players. Secondly, the compari‑

the game as highly stressful. In contrast, the con‑

son o,f the attitudes between the two groups of 70

ditions of a tie, an away game, a home game, a win

professional and 176 university soccer players

and a high lead before the end of the game evoked

was conducted by means of the analysis of

only low stress evaluations.

variance rather than the t‑test. This was done

The professional players considered 11 from 14

because of the higher quality and exactness of the

conditions as more stressful, 2 of them as tenden‑

analysis of variance for tne comparison of evalua‑

tially significantly more stressful than the uni‑

tions between independent groups.

versity players. The professional players asses‑

IU:. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

tendentially significantly more stressful than the

sed the situations of home game and away game as

The evaluations of specific stress conditions

university players. Furthermore they evaluated

and of the effects of stress conditions on perform‑

the ct)ndition of a tie in a home game as being in

ance can be related to the whole group of the 246

the trend more stressful than the university

male soccer players as well as the comparison be‑

players.

tween 70 professional and 176 university soccer
players (see Table I and 2 as well as Figure 1

rated the season‑related conditions as quite dif‑

and 2).

ferently stressful. The conditions of a medium

1 ) Evaluation of stress conditions

The whole group of the 246 soccer players

rank in the third last game, a medium rank after
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Table 1 Comparison of the evaluations of environment‑, game‑ and season‑related stress conditions between
70 male Japanese professional and 176 Japanese university soccer players
(' I = not stressful' to ' 7 = very stressful')

Environmental conditions

players

Univ. players

M

SD

M

SD

4.00
3.14
3.17

l .67

2. the coach
3. the assistance coach

4. younger teammates
5. older teammates

2.61

l .25

2.82

l .38

6. injured players

2.4 l

l .22

7. new players

2.60
2.42
2.35
3.68
4.54

1 .40

2.83
3.26
2.88
2.52
2.92
2.lO
2.23

l .2 l

l.12
l .45

3 .60

1.19

2.44
2.50

Pro f .

Relationship with
l . the directors

8. fanatic oval spectators

9, average engaged spectators
l O. home referees
l I . a¥'ay referees

12. opponent players
13 , oppbnent coaches
14, joumalists

l .46
l .4 l

F‑value

Sig.

l .54

27.12

.OOOO

l.80

.23

.629 l

l .62

l .66

. 1977

l .53

.17
.19

l .26

3 .OO

1 .44

3.18

l .83

l .25

l I .49

1 .69

l.ll

1 7 .74

l .69

5.69

l .74

8 .27

l .54

l .07

.,‑998

l .23

3.13
3.84
3.38
2.24

.6787
.6567
.0844
.0755
.O008
,OOOO
.0178
.OO44

l .39

l .08

1 .28

l .92

l .4 l

8.87

.2996
.OO32

l .36

l .46

3.32
2.87

.0694

l .59

l .56

.29

i857

l .46

2.21

l .29

.63
.59

l .63

l .49

Came conditions

20, Iow loss

6 .05

l .32

21 , high loss

6.01

l .38

2.65
3.52
2.47
3.95
5.69
5.92
5.81

l .37

l .07

.1379
.4272
.4394
.3003

22.
23.
24.
25,
26.
27.

4.80
5.84
4.12
5.14

l .42

4 .47

l .37

2.7 l

. 1008

l .35

l .36

1 .94

. 1 643

l .43

5.57
4.20

l .27

.6839

1 .49

5 .23

l .43

.16
.19

2 .24

l .23

l .28

l .OO

.3 1 69

5.15
5.57

l .57

2.06
4.82

l .70

l .92

. 1 662

l .44

5 .4 l

l .55

.53

.4665

29, top rank after 5 games

2.8 l

l .44

2.8 l

l .55

30. medium rank after 5 games

3 .58

l .27

1 .43

.OO
.08

.9856
.7720

3 1 . relegation rank after 5 games

5 .2 l

l .55

l .66

l .62

.204 l

32.
33,
34.
35.
36.
37.

3.15

l .46

3.47
4.92
3.34

l .53

.78

.3758

5 .4 l

1 .27

5 .29

l .29

.42

.5 149

5.80
4.54

l .2 l

5 .45

3 .53

.0614

l.17

4.62
6.00
c.34

l.33
l.15

.6 1 69

l .22

.25
.lO

0.97

.6 l

.4347

15. home game
16, away game
17, win
18, tie

19. Ioss

tie in home game
Ioss in home game
tie in away game
Ioss in away game
high lead before the end of the game
highly behind bcfore the end of the game

28, tie bcfore the end of the game

3.02
3.88
2.35
4.25
5.84

l .43

l .28

l .54
1 .35

l .2 l

.09 1 5

.66 1 5

Season conditions

top rank at mid‑season
relegation rank at mid‑season
third last game on relegation rank
rhird last game on medium rank
Iast game : promotion only by a win
Iast game : relegation avoidance only by a win

6 .05

l .22

6.22

l.ll

.74 1 5
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IProf. E ]Univ.
6

2 3 4 5 7

Stress conditions l
Directors

Coach

5 games, a top rank at mid‑season and a top

rank after 5 games were assessed as low
stressful. The situations of relegation avoidance
only by a win in the last game, the promotion only

Assistant coach

Younger teammates

by a win in the last game, the relegation rank in

Older teammates

the third last game and the relegation rank at

Injured players

New players

mid‑season displayed the highest ratings of

Fanatic spectators

Average spectators

stress.

Home referees

Concerning the 9 season‑related conditions the

Away referees

professional players considered 5 situations as

Opponent players

Opponent coaches

more stressful, 3 conditions as slightly less

Journalists

5 6

a) Environmental conditionS

IProf.

lUniv.

stressful than the university players and one con‑

dition as equally stressful. In the case of the
condition of the third last game on a relegation

4

rank the professional players showed a tendential‑

Stress conditions

ly significantly higher evaluation of stress than

Home game
Away game

the university players.

Win

Thus, the professional players conSidered 11 from

Tie
Los s

37 stress conditions as at least tendentially signifi‑

Low loss
High loss

cantly more stressful than the university players.

Tie in home gaJne

Probably due to their engagement in soccer as pro‑

Loss in home game
Tie in away game

fessional players and due to their higher degrees of

Loss in away garne

experience with important conditions for their

High lead before end

High bchind bcf. end

careers in soccer, the professional players showed

Tie before end

higher extents of susceptibility to several stress

situations than the university players. This

b) Game conditions
IProf.

lU*iv.

st*.ss co"dittons l

obviously resulted in higher primary appraisals of
stress than in the university players, who w,ere stu‑

dents in the first place and soccer players in the
second place.

These findings manifested a high tendency of
accordance with the results of Tei el (1993)6) in

which the more experienced male soccer players
displayed higher stress appraisals in 9 from 37

conditions than the less experienced female
players.

2 ) Evaluation of the effects of stress condi‑
c) Season conditions
Figure I Comparison of the evaluations of environment‑,

game‑ and season‑related stress conditions be‑

tween 70 male Japanese professional and 176
Japanese university soccer players

(' I = not stressful' to ' 7 = very

stressful' )

tions on performance
The analysis of the effects of general stress con‑

ditions on performance was conducted by means
of a specific questionnaire. This questionnaire
consisted of 21 conditions which were evaluated
on a 7‑point‑scale from '1 =performance increas‑
ing' to '7=performance decreasing' (see Table 2
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Tabel 2 Comparison of evaluations of the effect of general stress conditions on performance between 70 male
Japanese professional and 176 Japanese university soccer players
(' I = performance increasing' to ' 7 = performance decresing')
Prof .

M

Univ. players

players

SD

M

SD
0.99

F‑value Srg
.33 .5617
.34 .5600

1. Starting failing actions

5 .40

l.15

2: Competion delays
3. High nervousness

4,75
5.54

0.95
l .08

5.29
4.67
5.93

4. Sleeping disturbances

5 .24

0.98

5 .4 l

l .2 1

5. Role of favorite

3.6 l

l.21

l .23

6. High performance expecLation

4.34
3.94

l .28

3.86
4.83

l .06

4 .06

l.17

5.4 l

lO. Unpredicted good performance of opponents

0.85
0.99
0.87

l I . Previous low perforrnance in training and games

4 .44

0.9 l

5.74
5.51
4.85
4.71

0.92

5.40
4:54

12. Unkuown opponents

4 .04

13. Reproaches during game

4.45
4,48
4.68
5.14

0.64
0.87
0.77
l.ll

4.94
5.05
4.34
4.85
4.06

l .04

3 .04 .082 l

0.96

.37 .5398
.55 .4560

7. Previous losses
8. Feeling of physical weakness
9. Connicts with coach, friends or in the family

14.
15.
16.
17.

High superiority of the opponent
Disadvantage by referee
Uncornfortable competitive facilities
Permanent thoughts of fuLfilling expectatlons

18. Interfering visua:1, acoustic and Lactile stimuli

19. Previous loss against the opponent
20. Long‑lasting travel
21 . Spectaiors

I Prof.

]Univ.

5

3

Stress conditions 1

l .05

4.21

l .07

4.60
3.95
5,15
3.lO

0.80
0.92
l .07

l.57

l .3 l

l .06

l .28

l .07

6.63 .O 106

l.lO
2.14
7.33
.59

.2933
.1443
.0072
.4401

6.63 .O 106
.6 1 .4324

l .05

4.68 .03 1 3

3 .94 .0482

4.1 l

0.96
0.88

5.ll

l .20

4 .7 8

0.98

5.31
2.87

l .3 l

l .03

l .06

.36 .5450
17.40 .OOOO
5.3 1 .0220

3 .50 .0625

.52 .4684

0.94

l .34 .247 l

l .38

l .22 .2688

and Figure 2).

The assessments of most conditions by the
whole group of the 246 male professional and uni‑

17ailing actions

Competition delays

versity soccer players were made on the medium

High nervousness
Sleeping disturb

scale levels. Comparatively high degrees of per‑

Role of favorite

High perf. expectat.

formance increases were detected in the condi‑

Previous losses

Feeling phys, weakn.

tions of the influence of spectators, the role of the

Connictp with coach
Good perf,･ of oppon.

favorite, the previous losses, the previous loss

Low perf. in train,

Unknown opponents

against the opponent and the game against an uh‑

Reproaches in game
S uperiority of opp.

known opponent. In contrast, the conditions of

Disadvantage by ref.
Uncomf. facilities

high nervousness, feeling of physical weakness,

Thoughts of expect,
Interfering stimuli

conflicts with the coach, with friends or in the

Loss against oppon.
Long‑1 as ting travel

family, sleeping disturbances as well as starting

Spectators
5

3

failing actions were considered as comparatively
highly performance decreasing.

Figure 2 Comparison of evaluations of the effect of
general stress conditions on performance
berween 70 male Japanese professional and
176 Japanese male university soccer play‑
ers

(' I = performance increasing' to ' 7 =
performance decreasig')

In respect of the 21 items on the effects of

general stress conditions on performance 9 at
least tendentially significant differences between

professional and university players could be
detected. All 9 conditions were evaluated as
more performance decreasing by the university
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players than by the professional players. The

rank before the third last game as more stressful

university players assessed the situations of re‑

than the university players. The comparison of

proaches during the game, high performance ex‑
pectation, high nervousness, feeling of physical

the effects of stress conditions on performance be‑

weakness, high superiority of the opponent, unpre‑

obvious that the university players evaluated re‑

dicted good performance of opponents, previous

proaches during the game, high performance ex‑

low performance in training and games as at least

pectations, high nervousness, feeling of physical

significantly more performance decreasing than

weakness, high superiority of the opponent, unpre‑

the professional players. The situations of in‑

dicted good performance of the opponent as more

terfering visual, acoustic and tactile stimuli and

performance decreasing than the professional

disadvantage by the referee were assessed as ten‑

players.

tween professional and university players made

dentially significantly more performance decreas‑

Thus on the one hand, the professional players

ing by the university pla.yers than by the profes‑

regarded several environment‑, game‑ and sea‑

sional players.

son‑related stress conditions as more stressful

The soccer experience of the professional play‑

than the university players. It can be assumed

ers was 6. 5 years longer than the soccer experi‑

that these evaluation differences could be due to

ence of the university players. It can be assumed

the greater existential importance of these condi‑

that the professional players regarded most of the

tions for the professional players than for the uni‑

stress situations as less performance decreasing

versity players. But on the other hand, the more

than the university players, because they had
already experienced these and also other condi‑

experienced professional players considered

tions in their training sessions and in their games

creasing than the less experienced university

more often than the university players.

These findings showed a high degree of similar‑

several specific conditions as less performance de‑

players. Therefore the longer experience of the
professional players seemed to have resulted in

ity especially with the results of Rieder and Ritter

higher performance increasing evaluations than

(1979) 4) in male soccer players concerning the

the lower experience in the university players. It

effects of selected stress conditions on

can be assumed that even more experienced pro‑

performance. They also found out that less ex‑

fessional soccer players manifest lower stress eva‑

perienced soccer players evaluated some condi‑

luations and less performance decreasing assess‑

tions as more performance decreasing than experi‑

ments than the investigated group of the relatively

enced soccer players.

young professional players.

W. SUMMARY

the long‑term educational programme and short‑

The results of this study should be included in

In this study the attitudes in terms of primary

term preparation of male and female soccer players

appraisals of 246 male Japanese soccer players

and soccer coaches on high school, but especially on

from professional and university level towards

university and professional level.

specific stress conditions were analysed.

tions the professional players rated the' interac‑
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